
26-Nov-2018
PCN #:E-18-016938

Subject:AMPSEAL Sealed Connector System - Plug assemblies

Description of Change: This PCN is an addendum to previous AMPSEAL
PCN numbers E-18-008460 and E-18-016185: In an effort to maximize our
capacity, our intent is to move the current molding and assembly of
AMPSEAL plugs from the current TE molding and assembly manufacturing
locations to a new single TE manufacturing location in Empalme, Sonora,
Mexico. This second TE facility is located in the same compound as the
current TE facility.

Reason: This product line has seen extensive demand increases from our
customer base. TE is investing to ensure that the current situation is
corrected, as well as for the future, consistent with our goal of on-time
delivery of defect free products. This move will help drive improvements in
deliveries to our customers and increase output of AMPSEAL products. If the
customer requires a PPAP submission, please place the request with ict-ppap-
request@te.com. If there are any further questions or concerns, please contact
your TE Sales Contact or Account Manager directly

Key Dates:
Contact By Date:31-Dec-2018
Implementation Date:31-Dec-2018

Product AffectedProduct AffectedProduct AffectedProduct Affected
776286-1
776164-2
770680-2
776273-2
776273-5
770680-4
770680-5

http://te.com


Product AffectedProduct AffectedProduct AffectedProduct Affected
776164-1
776164-5
776273-1
776286-2
776164-4
770680-3
776164-6
776273-4
770680-1



The dates on the product change notification (PCN) are best estimate dates
determined at the time of issuance. Actual implementation dates may vary
from such dates.

The change described in the PCN can be withdrawn, without notice, for any
or all of the products identified on the PCN.

TE Connectivity corporate policy is for PCNs to be valid for 60 days and
obsolescence notices to be valid for 180 days after date of issue.

For confirmation or additional information on the change, please contact the
TE Connectivity Product Information Center at 800-522-6752 or your TE
Connectivity Sales Representative.
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